
A Little CPR For Your Muse  

For a long time I’ve believed that boredom is the misuse and abuse of what can be an active 

creative mind.  Let me define that before I offend people.  It is deadly to the muse to be busy 

twenty-four and seven.  If you’re leashed to fax machines, multiple phone-lines, obligations, 

volunteer duties and life just isn’t slowing down, what can you do?  You can carve out or create 

time to go within to that deep quiet place that Jane Hirshfield talks about in The Nine Gates: 

Entering the Mind of Poetry.  A state that some people call boredom but to me, it’s more like 

emptying and waiting to be filled. To arrive at this calm place you need to sneak by the border 

guards of imagination after you travel through the country of Emptiness.  Emptiness is the 

country that, for some, borders that place your muse beckons from.  

What can you do if your passport is rejected and you are denied a tourist visa to that deep quiet 

space to find the hidden words for phrases, lines, sentences of your first love: the written word? 

Admit your muse is in serious need of CPR.  Then get yourself to a writing class or seminar or 

join a writer’s group.  Why?  Writers asked about taking workshops and /or seminars list the 

following benefits: tips for self-discipline, kick starts, new ideas, energy, connecting and forming 

groups with like-minded people, increased motivation, a means to begin internalizing and 

trusting your own firm and fair editorial voice, new stimulation, and the expectations of others or 

class assignments also helps writers produce new works. These are just a few of the bonuses.  

You do owe it to yourself to have a few things in place before a writing class.  After all, before 

and after the class, writing is a solitary act. John Gardner alludes to Dorothea Brande’s beliefs in 

the foreword to her book On Becoming A Writer when he states, “What the stalled or not-yet-

started writer needs is some magic for getting in touch with himself, some key.” P13 Brande 

knows that writing can be taught but writers themselves first need to discover habits of thought 

and action that aid or hinder their own process and self-confidence.  If you can establish for 

yourself, the magic that works for you and know your own strengths, new vistas will open up 

and words will dance through your head and onto the page.  Once you name your magic, you can 

access it as you choose and not wait for capricious appearances. Find your own key, know your 



own magic, and proceed to simply, wonderfully add to what you know through a variety of 

avenues available to you.  

Time alone that is so necessary to a writer is why we are often stereotyped as solitary creatures.  

With busyness as such a common affliction, we may arrive at any solitary time we’ve eked out so 

overloaded we can’t begin to invite creativity in.  There’s no space.  If we are so busy that tasks 

are rarely finished, or finished without time to enjoy a sense of accomplishment, it is hard to 

sustain complete concentration and be centred in our words.  It becomes difficult to turn over the 

guidance system of our minds to our imagination and summon any thoughts beyond mere 

survival.  It isn’t that we need a whole day stretch to scratch out our words.  We need space and 

serenity around the edges of our words so we can sink into the quiet, invite our minds to travel 

where thoughts and ideas flow out the edges into another potentially perfect sentence. Sentence 

by sentence we arrive at a tight paragraph.  Or if poetry is your goal, one more perfect word, and 

one more perfect line to create the stanza that has just the right words, rhythm and line breaks.. 

To paraphrase Di Brandt, a Canadian prairie poet; eliminate the extra noise, strain for the sound 

you’re after, find the hunger, the heat of each syllable, excavate for wonder, that rests or hides in 

silent spaces, and you’ll make the words resonate, the reader shake. 

Failing to find or make the time in this busy world because bodily sustenance requires a weekly 

paycheque, we often need to make a commitment to ourselves that we won’t break. The simplest 

way to do that is to pay for a course that suits you and your writing style or goals best. Writers 

definitely supplement their own abilities via the company of other writers. Writing companions 

can be like a portable, invisible oxygen tank. Plus, some courses also incorporate silent 

individual writing sessions interspersed with group work. 

After finishing one week of afternoon sessions for writers through the University of Alberta 

Faculty of Extension, and my mind was filled with ideas, my pencil case loaded with new 

techniques.  I received plenty of feedback on my own pieces to keep me busy in shorter writing 

times when my passport is rejected because I haven’t eked out enough time to sink into my own 

zone.  I know I will be allowed reentry when I’m empty and come prepared to be filled.   



Writing seminars, groups and classes are wonderful methods to catch your breath and guaranteed 

to jostle some words/creativity loose.  It is important to not make outside sources your main 

method of sustaining your writing ability. Remember writing is mostly solitary. Find your key. 

Even so, almost every writer I asked, said they would continue attending writing courses.  One 

replied until she dies.  Only one said she now prefers to work on her own. So if you are feeling 

out of breath, get up, get out, encircle yourself with other writers and find the winds that 

encourage you. Seminars, writing classes and groups of like-minded people are out there in 

abundance.  Find some local or online courses that offer the freshest to your lungs, not to 

mention the best chocolate chip cookies (recipes), and qualified gentle facilitators, who share and 

explain techniques, and constructive comments with a tender finesse. 


